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Problem Statement

Background

People working from home have difficulty 
communicating with coworkers in a natural, 
serendipitous, face to face manner. 

This often leads to monotonous work schedules or over 
scheduling of meetings that lead to higher levels of 
stress.

Design a new home device that allows users to 
communicate in a natural way.

Remote work growth has been steadily increasing over the past 
decade, with the Covid-19 pandemic catalyzing a global shift to 
adopting work from home practices. With the benefits it 
provides in its flexibility it also has its downfalls. Remote work in 
its current state is solitary and communication that does occur 
is sub-par compared to in person communication and working.

*Global Workplace Analytics,�exjobs
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Key pain pointsResearch Result

Tactility
Digital interfaces have been great for productivity but 
lack the intuitive interactions seen with tangible tools 
and spaces.

Isolation
Current methods and technology for communication 
can create environments of stress and fatigue, which 
often pushes people into periods of isolation to 
escape these tiring environments.

Over scheduling
Lack of serendipitous meeting leads to over 
scheduling of video call meetings, boredom, and eye 
fatigue.

Lack of human connection
Removed from the office, remote workers are less 
likely to reach out to colleagues and meeting outside 
of the office becomes prohibitive. Body language is 
virtually impossible to read over video call

Human Presence
The human touch in key to effective teams and collaboration. This 
project aims to solve the lacking of human connectivity while working 
remotely by providing a design solution that brings humanistic and 
intuitive experiences to an often dull, repetitive and stressful work 
environment. Concepts explore how to provide as close to face to 
face meeting  as possible.
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Ideation

Refined Concept

Light indicators provide mood and 
communicate chat activity

A BClock-in hub

Orbit

Pinch / grasp to select
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Early concepts explored screened devices for 
the home that could provide human scale 
virtual communication.

A virtual office door concept, where users could 
talk face to face through a large format screen.

Recording meeting (red)

After further explorations, it was decided to move 
the concept to a table top device. This eliminated 
concerns of minimum space required by the user. 

This refined concept would utilize a system of 
technologies and rely on AR headsets to provide 
visuals instead of conventional screens.



Prototyping & User Testing 
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Final Design Solution

Collaboration in AR

Collaborate at the speed of your thoughts, read the room, 
and be engaged. Live 3D reconstruction with integrated 
cameras means  everyone can be present, seeing the 
same information and give live feedback.

Interact with intent, volumetric interfaces react with 
physicality and touch when using the haptic console. 
Meet and communicate with colleagues that are sharing 
the space with you. 
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Precision Controls

Tactile & Volumetric Interaction

For precise interactions and inputs 
the Harp will use tangible surface 
controls. 

It’s rearrangeable membrane allows 
users to type in a conventional 
manner while also seamlessly 
receding into the devices surface 
when not needed.

Intuitive Controls

Interacting with functions and applications use a 
mix of gesture and intuitive haptic movements.

Pick and place windows and control panels in 
space, organizing spatially is not limited to a 
screen size.

Body Language

Users will be able to provide full human scale 
interactions in a face to face manner. Meeting 
virtually, users will be able to naturally move and 
communicate.
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Untethered In The Home

Portability
The main console is designed to be 
moved around the house. Wireless, the 
console integrates AR headset 
information to provide a full motion 
experience.  While providing optimal 
mid-air interaction through its large and 
curved front array.
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